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Department Awards

2020 Ketchum Award ................................. Kathryn Sufka
Runner-up............................................. Sally Gerster
Second Runner-up ................................. Lauren Kercheval

Outstanding Graduate for Research ................ Aldrich Valerian
Outstanding Graduate for Research ................. Hayley Kinlaw
Outstanding Graduate for Research ................. Alison Kessenich

Outstanding Graduate for International Engagement .... Paula Pulido
Outstanding Graduate for International Engagement .... Courtney Kauffman
Outstanding Graduate for International Engagement ...... Keani Willebrand

Outstanding Graduate for Academic Achievement .... Kathryn Sufka
Outstanding Graduate for Academic Achievement .......... Justin Rimbach
Outstanding Graduate for Academic Achievement .......... Peter Heller

Outstanding Graduate for Service ........................ Lauren Kercheval
Outstanding Graduate for Service ........................ Edgar Varela
Outstanding Graduate for Service ........................ Selena Hinojos

AREN Senior Design Team Winners .................. Hamad Aljaafar
Natalie Ezra
Haley Ingram
Courtney Kauffman
Rachel Turner

CVEN Senior Design Team Winners ..................... Evangeline Frechette
Chris Frenette
Alexis Huntsinger
Nancy Le
Jacob Payne
Tristan Steinman

College of Engineering and Applied Science Awards

Overall Outstanding Graduate .......................... Peter Heller
Outstanding Graduate for International Engagement ......... Sally Gerster
Outstanding Graduate for Service ........................ Selena Hinojos
Outstanding Graduate for Service ........................ Briana Santa Ana
Congratulations Graduates!

On behalf of the Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering faculty and staff, congratulations! We have truly enjoyed working with each of you and look forward to watching your careers unfold. As graduates of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering, you will become the stewards of our environment and public welfare. We urge you “to place service before profit, the honor and standing of the profession before personal advantage, and the public welfare above all other considerations.”

(Professional Engineer’s Creed)

Again, congratulations on achieving this important milestone!
- Rajagopalan Balaji, Department Chair

Please keep in touch with us as you move forward:
www.colorado.edu/engineering/alumni
   colorado.edu/ceae

Best of luck and continued success to the class of 2020!
CEAE CLASS OF 2020

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

Sula Ali
Hamad Aljaafar
Amanda Bronson
Mitchell Carlson
Kyle Crump
Sarah Dafoe
Andrew Eisenberg
Natalie Ezra
Sally Gerster*
Elijah Gonzales
Brentan Harper
Ever Hernandez Aguirre
Lulwa Husain
Courtney Kauffman
Hayley Kinlaw
David Morroni
Adam Nguyen
Shawn Nguyen
Aisling Pigott
Alexios Prekas
Justin Rimbach
Elizabeth Rogers
Eric Sipocz
Galen Sloss
Jiaqi Tang
Rachel Turner
Jeanpierre Vallve
Edgar Varela
Tyler Wołowicz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Hussain Al Habib
Ethan Albro
Khaled Almohaisen*
Maryam Alnajjar
Nora Alnajjar
Hamdam Alzarooni
Scott D. Barbian*
Richard Barnitz
Isabell Baumann*
Eric Berg**
Khaled Binmubarak
Jared Brack
Thomas Costello
John Dudley
Evangeline Frechette
Christopher Frenette
Lucas Garcia
Emma Gardner**
Ricardo Haddad Salleg
Cristian Hernandez
Javier Hollines
Annie Huang*
Alexis Huntsinger
James Kellen
Lauren Kercheval
Connor Killoran
Nancy Le
Trent Martinez
Tabitha McCombe**
Aaron Morrison**
Sara Mottaghi Mazlaghani
Nathan Munoz
Breno Nasser
Erin Nebel*
Haoyu Nie
Michael Nieten
Trinity Payne
Steven Person
Caleb Pimmel
Paula Pulido
Kerry Ribbens**
Gabriel Romero
Shae Sandoval
Briana Santa Ana
Jian Song
Tristan Steinman
Kathryn Suľa*
Vanessa Thompson
Gregory Torney
Melanie Traylor
Noah Traynor
Aldrich Valerian
Juan Vazquez-Velasenor
Rachel Wall**
Mitchell White
Xiong Zhuang*

* BS/MS Student
**CMU Partnership Student
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Casey Bangs
Shelby Buckley
Casey Campo
Rachel Cornwell
Jade Foley
Marshall Frank
Emily Gabel
Joseph Gallagher
Jasmine Gamboa
Nathan Gayo
Patrick Gibbs
Ryan Gomez
Alasdair Gourlay
Claudia Guerra
Peter Heller
Shannon Hessler
Selena Hinojos
Myles Howard
Sydney Joffre*
Katherine Johnson
Alison Kessenich
Jacob Lacy
Ouping Li
Ziyu Li
Katherine Lindberg
Otto Lucas
Madeline Manfre
Michael Michelini
Zachary Nguyen
Alexander Nolan*
Austin Ramm
Katelyn Reeves*
Antoinette Ridgel
Alexander Rubino
Sean Schumacher
Alexander Shaver
Ryan Smith
BrandiGene Spano
Meghan Vonck
Keani Willebrand
Amanda Worthy
Jiahu Yang
Shucheng Yu

MASTER OF SCIENCE
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Almansour
Angelique Fathy
Brenton Kreiger

MASTER OF SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Abdulaziz Alzaabi
Joshua Anderson
Marello Arroio Bebianno
Simoes
Ilana Crankshaw
Nathan Deanda
Melissa Frey
Shubham Gaur
Sally Gerster*
Melanie Holland
Annie Huang*
Sydney Joffre*
Eric Johnson
Lucie Majeticova
Jaldhi Mathukia
Sonny Moraga
Erin Nebel*
Alexander Nolan*
Michelle O'Donnell
Katelyn Reeves*
Hailey Rose
Kathryn Sufka*

MASTER OF SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Matthew Burke
Erin Cantrell
Courtlyn Carpenter
Caleb Cord
Ayari De La Rosa-Perkins
Maryia Duarte Batista
Allison Fry
Matthew Jones
Juliette Kaplan
Ryan Keliher
Anuraagavi Sankaran Srikaanth

* BS/MS student
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Ayeshah Al-Awadhi Baqer Ameer
Zachary Bullock Yangyang Fu
Maria Calahorra
Mikaela DeRousseau
Kristen Hess
Sean Horvath

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Zachary Bullock Rebecca Komarek Rico Salas
Maria Calahorra Seth Murray Matthew Sears
Mikaela DeRousseau Guillermo Nevett Fernández Brian Straight
Kristen Hess Shaye Palagi Katherine Welfare
Sean Horvath Michael Rush Hadi Yazdi

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Matthew Bentley

CEAE Department Awards

Distinguished Achievement Award ................................................................. John Zhai
Research Development Award ................................................................. Wangda Zuo
Young Researcher Award ........................................................................... Ben Livneh
Service Award ............................................................................................. Matthew Hallowell
Teaching Award ........................................................................................... Jennifer Scheib
Staff Award .................................................................................................. Joanne Uleau

AREN Faculty Appreciation Award ............................................................ Kyri Baker
CVEN Faculty Appreciation Award ........................................................... Matthew Morris
EVEN Faculty Appreciation Award ............................................................. Julie Korak

Clarence L. Eckel Award ............................................................................... Victor Saouma

* BS/MS student